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ABSTRACT
Accurately representing product attributes is critical to e-commerce
performance. Product attribute values are typically entered manu-
ally by suppliers during the product on-boarding process, and thus
often contain noise and other inconsistencies. The sheer volume of
products that are on-boarded makes it difficult to validate product
attribute values. Therefore, establishing an automatic and scalable
approach to attribute value validation and correction is a crucial
step toward enhancing the customer’s online shopping experience.
In addition, it enables more effective downstreamMachine Learning
systems (e.g., Search and Recommendation) by virtue of improved
data quality. Most existing methods split validation and correction
into separate steps whereby researchers build disparate models that
have limited transferable domain knowledge. For instance, in at-
tribute validation, multiple algorithms are often built to account for
distinct attribute types (e.g., numeric or textual attributes), making
a unified solution difficult to generalize. In this paper, we propose
a transformer-based approach to automatically validate product
attribute values using the product profile, and recommend correct
values when errors are observed. Our approach can be applied to
all attribute types and adapted to a wide variety of categories. More
specially, we extend the RoBERTa based natural language inference
(NLI) model to the field of e-commerce product attribute value vali-
dation by comparing structured product information against the
most relevant content selected from unstructured product profiles.
The model treats different data types (e.g., integer, fraction, number
and text) as textual inputs to address the issue of scale. Meanwhile,
attribute names are concatenated in the input sequences to improve
validation quality. In addition to identifying erroneous values, we
use the fine-tuned model to recommend correct values for List
of Value (LOV) attributes, which expedites the correction process
and reduces manual effort. Insights about input pre-processing and
training data creation are also explored. The application of our
approach in e-commerce demonstrates not only promising results,
but also superior performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
E-commerce platforms possess valuable product-oriented textual
content, such as product names, attributes, and profiles, which
provide customers with important information used in product
discovery and purchase decisions. Product information is typically
entered manually by suppliers during the product on-boarding
process, where inevitably a certain amount of wrong or conflict-
ing information is introduced into the system. As a result, data
quality issues may confuse or even mislead customers, which ulti-
mately harm customer’s experience. For instance, Figure 1 shows
the product information page for a refrigerator. The page contains
conflicting information about the presence of a freezer. The data
quality issue is significant enough to motivate a number of cus-
tomers to post questions about the discrepancy on the QA section
of the page. Besides customer’s experience, downstream Machine
Learning systems, such as search or recommendation engines, are
also negatively affected by the discrepancy. Anomaly detection is
a widely used approach to detect abnormal values among similar
items within a group. While numerical anomalies can be identified
by looking at value density, distributions, and histograms, it is chal-
lenging to implement similar methods to textual attributes, which
dominate product attribute values. Another limitation of anomaly
detection is that it often leads to the wrong conclusion, because
it does not consider product-specific characteristics. For example,
the weight of a sink is much heavier if it is made of stone com-
pared to stainless steel. Therefore, the abnormally heavy weight of
a stone sink is a product-specific characteristic as opposed to an
anomalous attribute value. Upon observing these shortcomings, we
chose to validate the attribute values for a given product against its
own product profile. In other words, we compared the structured
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product attribute values against the unstructured product profile
to identify inconsistencies.

Product Name

Product Attributes & Values

Bullet Points

Marketing Copy

Customer Questions & Answers

Figure 1: Product information includes product name, prod-
uct attributes and product overview (also known as profile).
A data quality issue on an e-commerce website could cause
confusion during the online shopping experience. Customers
have the ability post questions about the product.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Attribute value validation
Attribute value validation is related to the anomaly detection task,
which aims to detect data objects that deviate significantly from
the norm [3]. Traditional methods are typically unsupervised, and
include density-based methods (e.g., DBSCAN), distribution-based
methods (e.g., HBOS), and other similar approaches more easily im-
plemented for anomaly detection with numeric attributes. Recently,
deep learning anomaly detection models [10] [2] have gained trac-
tion due to significant improvements in model performance. For
instance, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) are leveraged to learn feature representations
and anomaly scores. However, these approaches are often limited
to single-sourced features within a group, while product profile
information, which we use to identify contradictions, are ignored.

Another related task is natural language inference (NLI), which
helps determine the relationship between two texts [13]. Large-scale
annotated NLI datasets have been collected, and existing bench-
marks such as Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) [1] and
Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference (MultiNLI) [15] have pro-
moted development of many distinct NLI models. With the rapid
development of transformer-based models such as BERT [5], and
following improved models like RoBERTa [9], XLNet [4], BART
[7], pre-trained models have achieved superior performance. The
taxonomy-aware semantic cleaning method [4] is implemented in
the e-commerce domain, and is used to compare attribute values
with the corresponding product names. The meta-learning method
[14] is used to train a transformer with limited labeled data. The key
limitation is that training disparate models for different data types
makes it difficult to scale to thousands of categories and millions
of products, a volume that is common in a real-world e-commerce
systems. Another important limitation is that only a limited amount

of information are utilized (e.g., product names) for attribute value
validation.

2.2 Attribution value filling/correcting
A number of methods have been developed to extract attribute
values from product profiles of e-commerce products. For instance,
tagging-based Name Entity Recognition [19] and a Bi-directional
LSTM model followed by a conditional random field (CRF) have
been explored [16]. Product profile and product images are added
together to train a multi-modal transformer [8] to extract product
attributes. Typically, the values are extracted directly from the prod-
uct profiles without any transition. As a result, the various formats
that are ultimately extracted could be difficult to use in structured
datasets without data standardization. In this case, the domain
knowledge learned in attribute value validation has never been
transferred into attribute value correction, which is an immediate
next step following attribute value validation.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY
3.1 Problem definition
The product displayed on e-commerce websites contains structured
and unstructured textual information, as illustrated in Figure 1. Un-
structured data includes paragraphs of text called Marketing Copy
that describes the overall product features, as well as bullet points
highlighting key product features. Meanwhile, one or more tables
containing pairs of attribute names and corresponding attribute
values are provided as structured data. It is not uncommon that a
product has over 20 pairs of attributes and values. Product attributes
usually fall into three major types: numeric, List of Values(LOV),
and textural. Integers, fractions, and decimals are typical numeric
values, e.g., "Product Weight (lb.) is 8". LOV contains a set of pre-
defined values that suppliers need to choose from during product
on-boarding, e.g., "Assembled Required" has two optional values as
"Yes" or "No". Over 50% of the attributes on our site are LOV values.
Textural values are those that suppliers have the freedom to type
in, and "Manufacturer Warranty" is a typical textural attribute.

The main goal of the task is to detect inconsistencies between
the product’s structured attribute-value pairs and its unstructured
profile. After discovering inconsistencies, it is possible to provide
values correction based on the profile. For example, given the inputs,

• Attribute Name: Sink Shape
• Attribute Value: Rectangular
• Product info: "Somerton 60 in. Double Bathroom Vanity w/

4 Drawers 2 Shelves 4 Doors; Granite Top; Antique White,
Oval white porcelain under mount sink..."

We want to be able to recognize that Rectangular is not the
correct value of Sink Shape for this particular product. Instead, Oval
is the correct one. Formally,Given a product 𝑃 , corresponding Product
Name 𝑁 , Marketing Copy 𝑀 , a set of Bullet Points 𝐵 = {𝑏1, ..., 𝑏𝑘 },
and a set of pairs of attributes/values𝐴 = {(𝑎1, 𝑣1), ..., (𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑣 𝑗 )}, detect
the inconsistent value 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑗]. For a LOV attribute, given the
pre-defined values options𝑂 = {𝑜1, ..., 𝑜𝑙 } and if the current value 𝑜𝑞
and 𝑞 ∈ [1, 𝑙] is detected as incorrect, provide the most likely value
𝑜𝑟 and 𝑟 ∈ [1, 𝑙] based on the product profile.
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3.2 Natural Language Inference
NLI is a classification task used to establish the relationship be-
tween a premise and hypothesis as either entailment, contradiction,
or neutral. Recent transformer-based neural network models like
BERT [5] have taken the NLP landscape by a storm, outperforming
traditional approaches on several key tasks. In addition, XLNet [4]
and RoBERTa [9] demonstrated improved performance in NLI tasks.
Our method is based on the RoBERTa model structure. However,
there are limitations that must be addressed before applying the
model to the field of e-commerce.

Limitations: (1) Fine-tuning a transformer-basedmodel requires
a large high-quality labeled dataset, which might result in excessive
labeling costs. (2) Previous work on the product attribute value
validation focuses on either building individual models for different
attributes, or applying models to merely a small subset of attributes,
which is neither scalable nor appropriate for accommodating a wide
range of categories and attribute types. (3) The fact that transformer-
based models has a length limit of input makes it hard to consume
the lengthy description of products. Alternative methods, such as
truncating text into smaller parts, increase computational cost and
difficulty of deployment. (4) Knowledge learnt in NLI model is rarely
reused in value correction, since a separate model (LSTM, NER, etc.)
is built to do the job.

Key ideas of our solution: To address these limitations, we pro-
pose an end-to-end solution that contains: (1) High-quality training
data selection strategies based on the pre-trained model and ac-
tive learning to include high-yield training samples while reducing
labeling cost; (2) Improved input structure by concatenating the
attribute name and value as one input to improve the scalability to
different attribute types and categories. Selecting highly relevant
content from the product profile to address input length limitation
and improve validation performance; (3)Transferable knowledge
learned from value validation reused for value correction, reducing
development effort in real industrial applications.

4 METHODS
In this section, we first introduce the structure of the value valida-
tion models, and then the strategies of generating the training data.
Finally, we introduce the re-use of knowledge for value correction.

4.1 Overall Architecture: RoBERTa based model
As shown in Figure 2, the overall validation architecture is an
NLI model based on the RoBERTa structure. The model detects
whether a pair [(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ), (𝑁,𝑀, 𝐵)] is aligned given a product (i.e.,
whether a pair of product attribute 𝑎𝑖 and product value 𝑣𝑖 from 𝐴

is true (entailment), false (contradiction), or undetermined (neutral)
given the information from product profile including Product Name
𝑁 , Marketing Copy𝑀 and Bullet Points 𝐵). Let 𝑇𝑘𝑖 be the top 𝑘

sentence chunks relevent to (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 ) (See Section 4.1.1). The raw
input sequence 𝑆 of the model is the concatenation of 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 and𝑇𝑘𝑖 :

𝑆 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (< 𝑠 >, 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 , < /𝑠 >,𝑇𝑘𝑖 , < /𝑠 >) (1)

where a special token < 𝑠 > is used as an indicator for a classifi-
cation task, and < /𝑠 > is used as a separation token between two
input sequences. For the 𝑣-th token in the sequence, an embedding
vector 𝑒𝑣 is the summation of three embedding vectors with the

same dimension:

𝑒𝑣 = 𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑣 + 𝑒
𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑣 + 𝑒𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑣 (2)

where a built-in BPE tokenizer [12] is applied to get the tokeniza-
tions. Segment tokenization uses binary numbers to separate the
first and second sequence. Attention masks are used to inform the
model the locations of both the padding and the text. We care most
about contradiction outputs because it indicates the existence of a
discrepancy between the input sequences, and further signals the
need of correction.

4.1.1 Top-K relevant content selection. Considering that the total
length of the product profile could be much longer than the regular
model input length limit of 512 tokens, and the position of the
relevant content varies, we apply a pre-processing step to first
clean the product profile and then select at most the top K relevant
chunks as the second input sequence of the NLI model.

Marketing Copy typically contains a collection of descriptive
sentences, and its length varies.We split the copy into chunks, while
avoiding splitting units of measurement (e.g., oz., ft., sq.ft.) as these
are important characteristics of numeric attributes. Bullet Points
are already represented as short text, so we only remove irrelevant
content like web links (e.g., URLs linking to product warranties and
manuals). Product names are represented as concise text containing
at most 120 characters in length. Therefore, no cleanup is needed.
The cleanup process also includes some format standardization: (1)
fraction to decimal conversion (e.g., 1/5 to 0.2); (2) decimal precision
conversion (e.g., 0.200 to 0.2); (3) unit of measurement difference
detection and conversion (e.g., 1ft. to 12in.).

After the cleanup process, we apply term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) to get the feature matrix of sentence
chunks from the product profile 𝑃 = [𝑝1, 𝑝2, ..., 𝑝𝑛] ∈ R𝑛𝑥𝑘 and the
vector matrix of a pair of attribute name and value𝑉 = [𝑣1] ∈ R1𝑥𝑘 ,
where 𝑛 is the total number of sentence chunks captured, and 𝑘 is
the size of a single vector. Then we use the linear kernel to calculate
pairwise distances of the sentence chunks and the pair of attribute
name and value 𝑘 (𝑃,𝑉 ) = 𝑃𝑇𝑉 ∈ R𝑛𝑥1. Based on the pairwise
distances, the top-k most relevant chunks are concatenated as the
input sequence 2 which is sent into the NLI model as shown in
Figure 2. The input sequence 1 combines the pair of attribute name
and value. The above steps are repeated for each pair of attribute
name and value to get the corresponding most relevant product
info. If no relevant chunks are found, the product name itself is
used.

4.2 Training data preparation
As mentioned previously, fine-tuning RoBERTa NLI model to adapt
the domain knowledge in e-commerce requires a sufficient training
dataset, so we automatically generate most of the training data
by using distant supervision [6] and active learning[11]. Only a
small set of complex examples is labeled by humans to reduce the
total costs. In reality, a large portion of the attributes and values
are aligned with their product profiles, and the pre-trained NLI
model(e.g., RoBERTa large mnli[9]) is better at detecting these
entailed pairs than contradictory ones. Therefore, we generate
entailed pairs by selecting high-confidence entailed pairs outputted
from the pre-trained NLI model. For each entailed pair, we randomly
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Attribute Name

Air direction/circulation

Attribute Value
4-way

“Air direction/circulation is 4-way”

Product Name

Marketing Copy Bullet Points

Top-K related sentences

Sentence 1 … Sentence N …Bullet 1 Bullet M

Clean up

Product Name … Sentence N Sentence 1 Bullet 1 
…

… Bullet M

“Six-way air direction evenly distributes 
air throughout the room.”

“6-way air direction control”

RoBERTa NLI Model

is

<s> Input Sequence 1 </s> Input Sequence 2 </s>

Output

Attribute Name & Value

Product Profile 

𝑒!(1, A) 𝑒!(n, A)… 𝑒!(1, P) 𝑒!(n, P)…

𝑒"(1, A) 𝑒"(n, A)… 𝑒"(1, P) 𝑒"(n, P)…

𝑒#(1, A) 𝑒#(n, A)… 𝑒#(1, P) 𝑒#(n, P)…

Token embd.
+ ++++ + +

+ ++++ + +
Segment embd.

Attention embd.

Figure 2: Overview of Product Attribute value validation architecture. (1) Input sequence 1 comes from both attribute names
and attribute values. (2) Input sequence 2 is the top related content selected from product profile. (3) Two input sequences are
passed through RoBERTa based Natural Language Inference model.

apply one of the following methods to generate a contradictory
pair: (1) replace the attribute value with a randomly selected value
(except itself) from the vocabulary of itself (e.g., replace "100" to
"80" in the vocabulary of "Product Weight (lb.)"); (2) replace the
attribute value with a randomly selected value from the vocabulary
of another attribute (e.g., replace product weight value "100" to
"Red" in the vocabulary of "Color"); (3) replace the attribute value
with a randomly selected n-gramword(s) (𝑛 ≤ 3) from Bullet Points.
As the attribute distribution among products and taxonomies is
unbalanced, and similar products, which only vary in color, size,
etc, could be selected as training data together, we apply active
learning - diversity selection[11] to select more diverse examples
to get better coverage during automatic generation and human
labeling processes. More formally, for 𝑋 ⊆ 𝑌 , the property is 𝑓 (𝑋 +
𝑣)−𝑓 (𝑥) ≥ 𝑓 (𝑌+𝑣)−𝑓 (𝑌 ). When these functions represent a notion
of diversity, finding the subset of examples that maximize these
functions corresponds to finding a minimally redundant set. We
use textual featurization (e.g., n-gram TF-IDF or some pre-trained
neural embedding) of the product info to select diverse examples
for training data preparation.

4.3 Classification based value correction
Instead of building another model for attribute value correction, the
entailment labels could help locate the potential correct values by
re-using the knowledge learned in NLI model. Inspired by the zero-
shot classification task [17], we apply our fine-tuned RoBERTa NLI
model as a classification model to recommend a potential correct
LOV value 𝑜𝑟 from 𝑂 = {𝑜1, ..., 𝑜𝑙 }, 𝑞 ∈ [1, 𝑙] and 𝑟 ≠ 𝑞, where 𝑜𝑞

is the current value and identified as incorrect. As value options
𝑂 and the length 𝑙 are different for different LOV attributes, the
regular classification task which has fixed classes is not feasible in
our case. Zero-shot classification takes the text and a class at each
time as the input and output "Yes" or "No" to indicate whether or
not the input class is the true label for the text. Similarly, in our
case, we replace the current LOV value with an option from the
LOV value list and pass it into the fine-tuned RoBERTa NLI model
with the original selected top relevant content.

Specially, as shown in Figure 3, we use the example from Figure 2
to explain it in more detail. The attribute "Air direction/circulation"
is a LOV attribute and has 5 value options as "1-way; 2-way; 4-
way; 6-way; 8-way". The current value "4-way" is predicted as
contradictory to the product profile - "Six-way air direction evenly
distributes air throughout the room...", we then replace the value "4-
way" with an option at a time from the list and get the classification
label for each option. The entailment prediction with the highest
confidence score would be the candidate value for the LOV attribute.
In the real application, we apply a threshold to the option with the
highest confidence to further improve the correction performance
and only recommend values for LOV attributes with less than 10
options, to reduce computational costs.

We adopt the assumption that the product profile provides true
information and the LOV value list is exhaustive. Specifically, in
case of a discrepancy, the true value can be found in the product
profile and should already be included in the list.
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“Air direction/circulation is 4-way”

“Six-way air direction evenly distributes 
air throughout the room.”

“6-way air direction control”

6-way

Fine-tuned
RoBERTa

N
LI

entailment

neutral

contradiction

1-way;2-way;4-way;6-way;8-way
LOV value options

Figure 3: An example to illustrate how to use RoBERTa NLI
for LOV value correction.

5 EXPERIMENTS SETUP AND RESULTS
We now present the training dataset used to fine-tune the RoBERTa
NLI model, the parameter setup, and the evaluation results.

5.1 Dataset and performance
The training data has 8247 examples over 100 categories and 1023
unique attributes, and it includes 2658 contradictory examples,
3091 neutral examples and 2517 entailed examples. We fine-tune
the RoBERTa-large-mnli model with the max input length of 256
tokens to reduce the computational resource cost in both training
and deployment steps, and at most 𝑘 (𝑘 = 5) chunks selected as
the relevant content with format standardization as described in
Section 4.1.1. The model is fine-tuned on Telsa P100 GPUs. We
compare the fine-tuned model with the pre-trained RoBERTa large
mnli model in different input sequence settings:

• Only title is used as the input selected from product profile.
• Top 5 relevant sentences are selected as the input sequence.
• Format standardization is applied to attributes and sentences

selected from product profile.
Table 1 shows the precision/recall performance on a dataset of 1357
human-labeled examples, we can clearly see that our proposed
approach largely improves the precision and recall performance
of attribute value validation task. Product title holds limited info,
but the relevant content selected from product profile can capture
more info and boost the validation quality and performance. If
using the same top 5 relevant sentences as the inputs, our fine-
tuned model improves PRAUC from 0.578 to 0.843, which achieves
46% improvement, in terms of the contradiction class. Furthermore,
the format standardization achieves 5.46% improvement over pure
relevant content selection. It is worth noting that the pre-trained
NLI model is better at identifying consistent than contradictory
info, thus we took this advantage to generate contradictory pairs as
described in Section 4.1. Our purposed method also achieves more
than 10% performance in consistency detection, which is applied
to recommend the correct values for LOV values.

We also test the LOV value correction performance on a human-
validated dateset of 209 different LOV examples, the length of avail-
able LOV values ranges from 2 to 30. The precision results of pre-
trained and fine-tuned RoBERTa models are shown in Table 2. We
could see that the fine-tuned model achieves 46.33% improvement
over the pre-trained model in terms of title inputs and 12.46% in
terms of inputs of top 5 relevant sentences from product profile.

Table 1: The performance comparison of different methods.

Model Class PRAUC R@.7P R@.8P R@.9P R@.95P

RoBERTa contr. 0.481 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.002
large-mnli neu. 0.422 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.000
+ title entail. 0.743 0.606 0.566 0.403 0.316

RoBERTa contr. 0.578 0.106 0.031 0.013 0.011
large-mnli neu. 0.596 0.269 0.193 0.117 0.035
+ top 5 entail. 0.855 0.808 0.740 0.640 0.405

Fine-tuned contr. 0.602 0.412 0.288 0.133 0.042
+ title neu. 0.498 0.017 0.013 0.011 0.007

entail. 0.792 0.661 0.624 0.581 0.536

Fine-tuned contr. 0.843 0.792 0.706 0.576 0.419
+ top 5 neu. 0.804 0.832 0.623 0.14 0.082

entail. 0.945 0.936 0.914 0.862 0.794

Fine-tuned contr. 0.889 0.872 0.803 0.656 0.506
+ top 5 neu. 0.864 0.885 0.709 0.594 0.289
+ standardization entail. 0.950 0.943 0.929 0.878 0.808

Similar to attribute value validation, our proposed top relevant sen-
tence selection method can provide more info for value correction
process and boost the performance. By leveraging the fine-tuned
RoBERTa NLI model for LOV value correction, we could automat-
ically correct around 20% of the inconsistencies detected, which
reduces manual effort and improves the speed and efficiency of
the value correction process. Table 4 shows some examples of LOV
value correction results.

In the real application, we set a threshold as 0.9 for the output
confidence scores to get a higher precision of 0.89 while retaining
a reasonable recall of 0.67 for downstream applications. Batch pre-
diction/correction is deployed to run through all products from
different categories on 4 Telsa P100 GPUs.

Table 2: LOV attribute value recommendation precision

Model Title inputs Top5 inputs

RoBERTa-large-mnli 0.354 0.698
Fine-tuned 0.518 0.785

Table 3: Contradictory detection comparison between NLI
and anomaly detection

Contradiction Fine-tuned + top 5 Anomaly
+ standardization Detection

(>90% conf.)

LOV attrs 62K 994
numeric attrs 13K -
text attrs 4K -
total 79K 994

5.2 Comparison with anomaly detection
We also run the model over a category that has 222K products and
4M pairs of attributes/values, and our proposed method detects
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79K contradictory attribute values as shown in Table 3. 54% of the
attributes and 3% of the products have one or more contradictory
values detected. On average, the LOV attributes have more con-
tradictory values than other attribute types. We had around 12K
contradictory values go through the internal cleanup process, and
the model prediction precision was around 90%.

We compare the performance of the fine-tuned RoBERTa NLI
model with anomaly detection. In particular, DBSCAN, Histogram-
based Outlier Score, and Isolation Forest [18] are used to detect the
anomalies in numeric attributes. Themajority votingmethod is then
used to get the final results and improve the detection precision. 994
numeric attribute values are detected as anomalies which is much
lower than the total number of 13K contradictory numeric values
detected by fine-tuned RoBERTa NLI model. Anomaly detection
usually uses unsupervised methods, and the anomalies detected
can be hard to interpret and to correct in real e-commerce system,
while NLI model typically has some product-specific information to
explain the contradiction to a certain extent. The NLI based method
is capable of handling all types of attributes and treating all of them
as textual input to improve the coverage.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
In this paper, we present one unified model to solve the problems
of detecting and correcting incorrect product attribute values on e-
commerce websites. Instead of building multiple disparate models,
one single transformer-based RoBERTa NLI model is trained to en-
able automatic discrepancy detection and value correction, which
fully leverages the domain knowledge in both tasks. The end-to-end
framework includes automatic high-quality training data genera-
tion for fine-tuning the NLI model, input selection for NLI model
based on relevancy and the pipeline of discrepancy correction.

The method could be applied to all types of attributes across
different products and categories, which features our model on
scalability. Our experimental results and real-world application
demonstrates that our method achieves superior performance, and
can be used in the e-commerce domain to reduce manual efforts in
detection and correction.

Future work in the logic calculation and automatic Unit of Mea-
surement detection space could help us enhance the incorrect value
detection process. Moreover, product images could be used as an
additional source to evaluate the attribute values. As for automatic
data correction, a transformer-based QA model could be used to
auto-fill the numeric attributes with retraining and post-processing
steps. Further, the selection of top relevant content could be em-
bedded into the transformer-based model itself.
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Table 4: Examples of LOV value correction.

Attr Value LOV list Info from product profile Recommended
value

Confidence
score

Drain Location Center Center;Front;Left;Rear;Right Drain Position: Rear Rear 0.995
Sink Shape Round Rectangular;Round;Specialty;Square Offset modern undermount rectangular

ceramic sink basin
Rectangular 0.814

Sink Gauge 16 Gauge 16 Gauge;18 Gauge;20 Gauge;22
Gauge;No Gauge Applicable; 14
Gauge; 12 Gauge

Durable and dent-resistant sink: sturdy
18-Gauge

18 Gauge 0.987

Flushing Type Single
Flush

Dual Flush;Single Flush Double Flush Elongated Toilet Dual Flush 0.98

Mirror Orienta-
tion

Horizontal Horizontal; Vertical; Vertical / Hori-
zontal

this mirror is intended to be hung verti-
cally

Vertical 0.99
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